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The Theme
“This beer was made for you and me”

The Vision
Our country has so many beautiful sights to see, why not emphasize on these sights with brand 
specific advertisements. When you walk in, you will be immediately be put into a patriotic 
state of mind with “This beer was made for you and me” bar. It will feature a wide selection 
of the company’s tap beers, a lounge area, and a beer pong game that will give show goers the 
opportunity to try a new beer. Clients will walk out of this exhibit with a new sense of love for 
their country and all of the land it has to offer.

The Design Strategy
I plan to go with a more patriotic design style without overdoing it. The main colors within the 
design are red, white, black, with hints of blue. This will create a sense of patriotism which will be 
enough to create a lasting impression. The design style is also more modern with numerous square 
edged simple objects that attract the adult population



Personas

Tom is a convenience store owner who wants to expand the variety of 
products offered in his establishment. He has an interest in adding beer to 
the list of products he offers. 
Tom is looking for a brand of beer that offers a wide variety of styles and 
brands. He is very loyal to his company so something made in America is 
important to him.
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Reception Area

The reception area immediately gets accross the theme by showing of many landscapes 
in the United States under a semi-opaque american flag with text stating “This Beer Was 

Made For You and Me” all on a back wall t the reception desk where informative fliers 
will be handed out including information on where in America each of Anheuser-Busch’s 

beers are made.



Interactive Experience

The interactive part of this exhibit takes an Anheuser style twist on a classic college game. 
The object of this experience is for show goers to throw a ping pong ball into a cup. Each 

cup is labeled with a beer name. They will recieve a voucher based on which cup they land 
in to redeem at the tasting bar and try a new beer.



Tasting Bar

The tasting bar features fifteen different Anheuser-Busch products on tap. Show have the 
option to either redeem their pong voucher for a 16 ounce beer or try sample size beers of 

any of their choice of the taps.



Minor Details

The tap handles behind the tasting bar are all real life size replica bottles of anheuser busch 
products. This is one of the minor details that gives this exhibt a sense of customization.



Private Meeting Space

A second floor private meeting area features three tables with four chairs around each. 
Each table  has a fifty inch television screen at it which plays a looped viddeo featuring all 
of the brands that Anheuser Busch has to offer as well as the main “America’s land” based 

advertising campaign that each offers.



Storage Area/ Keg Fridge

The storage room is located behind the tasting bar, under the second floor meeting 
area. the back portion is a beer keg refrigerator which houses and cools the seventeen 

kegs within. Outside, there is a large storage area which can hold furniture, informative 
packets, etc.



Post Show Engagement

For post show engagements I plan on sending out emails to all attendees 
thanking them for coming and giving five random show goers a trip to the 
main brewery in St. Louis, Missouri and have them take a three day full 
tour of the facilities from the farming of barley to the bottling.



Thank You


